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OpKey, an advanced test automation platform, ensures comprehensive automation 
across 14 packaged applications and 150 technologies. Embrace no-code automation with 
OpKey's intuitive drag-and-drop interface, empowering non-technical users to build robust 
tests effortlessly.

Get access to 30,000+ pre-built test cases across 
14 applications for quick scalability.

OpKey's AI-driven impact assessments and 
reusable automation facilitate seamless 
migrations for Oracle, SAP, MS Dynamics, and 
more.

It enables Omni-channel Testing across 
On-Premises, Cloud, and mobile platforms with 
multi-browser support.

Reduces your IT maintenance costs by 75% or more 
through reduced test volume and automation of 
manual tasks.

OpKey’s autonomous testing fosters 50x more 
frequent deployments, maximizing your ERP 
systems' potential.



Ready to Elevate Your Testing Experience?

Unlock the power of OpKey and transform your testing landscape. 
Embrace speed, accuracy, and efficiency in your testing processes. Get in 
touch with us today and experience a seamless testing journey with OpKey.

GET IN TOUCH

 +1 281 203 3055 
 sales@ritesoftware.com 
 www.ritesoftware.com
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How OpKey Stands out?

Certainty in Cloud Updates: 
Guarantees 3-day certification for 
each cloud update, ensuring 
uninterrupted business continuity.

Rapid Test Execution: OpKey’s Virtual 
Machines execute tests 8X faster, 
enabling certification of quarterly 
updates in just 3 days.

Streamlined UAT: Automates User 
Acceptance Testing, allowing 
end-users to focus on high-value 
tasks.

10X Faster Testing: Speeds up your 
Release Cycles enabling changes 
that keep pace with your business.

Risk Reduction: It avoids over 90% of 
potential risks, safeguarding your 
business from disruptions during ERP 
change cycles.

OpKey identifies Test Coverage 
Gaps, recommending tests based 
on historical data and common 
deviations.

Leverage about 5,000+ Pre-Built 
Tests and no-code builder to 
create tests in minutes, boosting 
coverage instantly.

Its Impact Analysis Reports, and 
self-healing scripts streamline 
test maintenance, reducing 
efforts by 80%.

Automates User Acceptance 
Testing, freeing end-users from 
routine tasks and enabling them 
to focus on strategic activities.

Problems Solved by OpKey for 
Oracle Cloud Customers:
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